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ABOUT BLACKWOOD HOMES AND CARE 

Blackwood is a leading housing and care provider, specialising in services for people with 
disabilities across Scotland. Founded in 1972 by Dr Margaret Blackwood, the organisation is 
entirely focused on creating personalised and individual solutions to help people live fully and 
independently. 

With over 550 employees, 1500 properties, 3 care homes and over 10,000 hours per week in 
care at home services across Scotland, Blackwood operates in 29 out of 32 local authorities. 
We provide homes, care and support for adults with physical disabilities, long term conditions, 
sensory impairment and learning disabilities.  We also provide care services to older people 
who require additional support to enable them to live in their own homes. 

Blackwood’s teams are friendly, committed, motivated and trained to the highest level, which 
ensures the best possible outcomes are achieved for our customers. 

Blackwood’s local bases in Stirling, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Dundee, Ayr, and Edinburgh facilitate 
a unique and streamlined housing and care service. Being closer to our customers ensures we 
are in the best position to support people at a personal level and enable them to live their life 
to the full. 

We have accessible and modern bespoke housing aimed at providing great value for people 
with a range of disability and housing needs, and our ongoing investment programmes aim to 
ensure that existing homes are upgraded to meet statutory obligations and customers’ priorities. 

Our Care Inspectorate grades have been consistently very good and excellent, and we are 
determined to maintain this high standard of care.

Click here to watch our video, 'Work with Blackwood on our Exciting New Project'.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPd9K9M6NpQ
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OUR VISION, AIMS AND VALUES 

Our Strategic Plan contains two main themes, supported by nine strategic aims:

1. To provide value and quality for customers

2. To invest in innovation

Ensuring our 
care business is 

sustainable

Promoting our 
digital offer

Building the 
Blackwood House

Increasing 
customer satisfaction

Managing 
and developing our 

workforce

Effectively 
managing our 

finances

Protecting 
our employees and 

customers from harm

Ensuring 
good governance 

and statutory 
compliance 

Continuing to 
innovate

Blackwood has four core values to ensure everything we do as an organisation and as individuals 
demonstrates integrity and accountability:

Taking 
Responsibility

Open and
Honest

Keeping our
Promises

Respect and
Understanding
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BLACKWOOD NEIGHBOURHOODS FOR 
INDEPENDENT LIVING - ABOUT THE PROJECT

The ‘Blackwood Neighbourhoods for Independent Living’ project (BNIL) is a 3-year project 
focusing on the challenge of helping people live for 5 more productive years by:

• Designing homes which support residents to age in place
• Sustaining physical activity  
• Managing common complaints of ageing through creation of affordable products and 

services to improve self-reported health and wellbeing
• Supporting social connections by reducing isolation through gamification 
• Creating healthy and active places 

Blackwood successfully completed Stage 1 of the project, which was primarily about 
engagement with local people and industry partners to:

• Understand and baseline the issues and barriers people face in healthy ageing locally and 
nationally.

• Co-Design and co-create solutions and programmes to these issues and barriers.
• Identify and understand target markets for these solutions with industry partners.
• Begin to develop plans to enter these markets at scale and pace.
• Develop plans to deliver the solutions including our own and partner’s capacity.
• Baseline our evaluation data and develop our Theory of Change.

Stage 2 of this project has an overall value of £12m supported by grant of £6m. Blackwood is 
the lead partner with a range of academic and industry partners.
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The project work will centre in three demonstrator neighbourhoods, in Charleston (Dundee), 
Cardonald (Glasgow), and Buckie (Moray), providing urban, semi-urban and semi-rural 
comparators.  Collaborating with residents, local authorities, health providers, industry, and 
academia, the multi-disciplinary project promotes ground-breaking house design across 
tenures, retrofitting existing homes, embedding digital empowerment and health and wellbeing 
self-management.   We aim to impact over 3000 people during the project and many multiples 
beyond its life.

Our key solutions will include the delivery of:

The Blackwood 
House

Beautiful, affordable, accessible and connected homes that adapt 
as citizens age and live independently. 

The Blackwood 
Design Guide

A co-designed guide, enabling individuals and housing organisations 
to adapt existing homes, supporting people as they age and setting 
new standards of accessibility.

My Digital Hub  A ‘virtual me’ in my ‘virtual neighbourhood’ in a ‘virtual world’ 
where citizens can play out their aspirations as they age, through 
gamification, setting goals, tracking progress and staying motivated 
with support of others. A leader-board will compare progress and 
offer rewards as the project expands to the wider world. 

CleverCogs™ A tablet-based app, customisable, safe, intuitive digital system. 
Designed to support citizens by providing them with a range of 
services and information linked to their health and wellbeing goals.

AI Smart meter 
monitoring 

Monitoring of energy usage to establish patterns of behaviour that 
may predict when intervention is required to prevent crisis.

Value Exchange A system designed to encourage and reward citizens to take an 
active role in their own health and wellbeing as well as supporting 
others.
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Blackwood will facilitate engagement and co-design, learn in an agile way, position and adapt
products and services in response, and sponsor an independent living movement where #ImIn 
means that people can invest, be inspired, be ‘in the know’ about their health, and come 
together with their community.  

Iteration will continue throughout the project as we test, adapt and evaluate the model. By 
exploiting expertise and innovation from different industry sectors and healthcare providers as 
well as citizens with lived experience, we aim to achieve significant social, economic and fiscal 
impact on the challenges of healthy ageing. 

Blackwood is uniquely positioned to lead the demonstrators given our investment and thought 
leadership on independent living. We know that communities beyond Scotland and the UK face 
the same challenges, and would welcome community-based solutions, driven by changing 
demographics and by the potential of integrating technologies which support new products 
and services.  

Read more about the project here: 

https://www.fwbparkbrown.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Blackwood-Healthy-Ageing-Neighbourhoods.pdf
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JOB PROFILE

POST:     Workstream Lead - Sustaining Physical Activity for
    Blackwood Neighbourhoods for Independent Living (BNIL)

RESPONSIBLE TO:  Programme Lead

RESPONSIBLE FOR:  No Direct Reports 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: Fixed term contract to 29/03/24
    Based at our Head office or one of the 3 neighbourhood locations
    Full time – 35 hours per week (Monday to Friday

SALARY   £33,541 - £36,260 per annum   

AIM:

The postholder will take responsibility for the successful delivery of the Physical Activity workstream 
within the BNIL Project in three demonstrator neighbourhoods. The five themes within the 3-year 
project are: 

• Sustaining Physical Activity  

• Designing for Age-Friendly Homes  

• Managing the Common Complaints of Ageing  

• Creating Healthy and Active Places  

• Supporting Social Connections  
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ROLE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Programme Development

• Design physical activity programmes relevant to participants needs in line with the scope of 
the project. This should leverage local, regional and national resources where appropriate 
to maximise the impact/effectiveness of the project.   Ideally accessible to all.  

• Design programmes with a flexible approach, working closely with the other workstream 
leads to ensure cohesion of design.  Introduce participative clubs such as an e-bike club 
once the e-bikes are available for use or to make good use of the outdoor gyms once in 
place.   

• Design engagement plans at a local level to understand any concerns residents may have 
with participation and support. 

• Identify the resources required to activate the project. This project will be fast paced and 
will require a flexible approach and the ability to look at outcomes in different ways. 

2. Programme Management

• Support the monitoring of the project and the evaluation of the effectiveness of the physical 
activity programmes using technology as well as more traditional measures. 

• Work closely with the other workstream leads to ensure cross-cutting areas of the project 
run smoothly such as use of outdoor gyms, commissioning the integration/application of 
wearable technology, as this develops.   

• Ensure that communication with team members, partners and residents is clear and concise.

• Be an effective team player. Collaborating and supporting colleagues where required to 
ensure project success. 

• Managing project risks using the risk register, understanding when minor changes are 
required and escalating areas of concern promptly to the Programme lead.   Ensure 
workstreams are informed by best practice, compliance and Blackwood’s commitment to 
providing value and quality for customers. 

• Risk assessments should be planned, carried out and kept up to date. 

3. Budget Management

• Costing the physical activity programme over the life of the project and once approved, 
managing within this budget. 

• Using a best value approach, identifying opportunities to either reduce costs or improve 
project outcomes within the budget. 
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4. General

• Flexibility is key, this project will evolve positively through time, so adapting to ever changing 
needs is essential as it progresses.

• To undertake such other reasonable duties consistent with the scope and purpose of the 
post as may be instructed by the Programme Lead and the Senior / Executive Management 
Team.
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PERSON SPECIFICATION Value of 
Criteria

Physical Activities Workstream Lead 
Blackwood Neighbourhoods for Independent Living 
(BNIL)

EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
Experience of designing physical activity programmes X
Qualified to Degree level or an HNC with relevant experience X
Demonstrable experience in project management and delivery X
Experience in a public, third sector or voluntary sector organisation X
Demonstrable experience and understanding of age-related 
challenges for physical health X

Experience of working with multiple stakeholders such as community 
sports clubs X

Experience of motivating and managing a geographically dispersed 
team X

Experience of operating within a grant-funded environment X

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS & ABILITIES

Ability to set targets, monitor and report performance X
Understanding of wearable devices and their use in monitoring 
physical activity X

Computer literate and proficient in Microsoft Office X

Good verbal and written communication skills including report-writing 
with understanding of the use of charts and tables to enrich reporting. X

Ability to work under minimum supervision to include prioritising of 
tasks/duties as required. X
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Ability to work effectively as part of a team to achieve targets and 
meet deadlines. X

Ability to build relationships with stakeholders X
Ability to plan and manage projects with multi-disciplinary teams. X
Ability to manage a budget X
Ability to think creatively and innovatively with excellent problem-
solving skills. X

VALUES & ATTITUDES

As a representative of Blackwood, you will be expected to 
demonstrate Blackwood’s core values in all communications with 
internal and external stakeholders.

X

Passionate about delivery and success X
Commitment to innovation and pushing boundaries X
Commitment to equality for all X
Awareness of the diverse needs of our customers, including disabled 
and older people. Respecting the opinions, values and beliefs of 
others

X

Confident & assertive you will take ownership and responsibility for your 
designated area of responsibility X

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

You will be expected to understand the infrastructure supporting 
physical activity in Scotland and awareness of the bodies supporting 
this

X

You may be expected to support other workstream leads as required X
Willingness to travel to neighbourhoods including Blackwood head 
office.  (Driving licence advantageous) X
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CANDIDATE GUIDANCE

Blackwood Homes and Care is delighted to be working in partnership with FWB Park Brown on 
the recruitment and placement of our Workstream Lead - Sustaining Physical Activity role. 

To arrange a confidential discussion or to apply, please email a copy of your CV to:

blackwood@fwbparkbrown.com 

ALTERNATIVE FORMATS

This pack can be provided in larger print, in Braille or as an Audio CD. It can also be provided 
in languages other than English. Please contact a member of the HR team by emailing 
BNILRecruitment@blackwoodgroup.org.uk  for further details.

INTERVIEWS

Please note that as a result of the current social distancing guidelines, it is likely that interviews 
will be held online should you be shortlisted. 

Shortlisted candidates will be contacted by a member of the recruitment team to find out if 
you are able to meet with us online. Not everyone is online, or it might not be the best option, 
so please don’t worry if you can’t have a video call with us. We’ll talk through alternative ways 
that we can interview.

RECRUITMENT PROCESS

Interviews are anticipated to take place w/c 26th July.  

Following your application you will be contacted by a member of the FWB Park Brown team if 
you're application is successful to arrange an interview. 

The recruitment process will likely consist of a series of online meetings on the day:

• A meeting with HR to check your documentation (10 mins) – Right to work in the UK

• A meet and Greet (10 mins) – Introduction to our Interviewing Panel and/or other staff within 
Blackwood Homes and Care

• An interview (60 minutes max).  We will briefly discuss your application, along with work 
history and ask some competency-based questions.  



FWB Park Brown 

T: +44 (0)131 539 7087

www.fwbparkbrown.com


